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Giuseppe Gavazza: Hälfte des Lebens 
on a poem of Friedrich Hölderlin 

For soprano and piano (and optional real time acoustic spatialization )

About the score and the performance

The score of Hälfte des Lebens provides the possibility to add to soprano and piano a « real time acoustic 
spatialization » of the sounds achieved by various musical instruments freely chosen and located in space 
during the concert, not coordinated by a director. These parts must be acoustically and visually
unobtrusive: focal point of the concert must be soprano and piano.
Doesn't exist a full score of these added parts: any instruments should be exploited, in the regard and the 
spirit of the score.
The version here proposed is the one of the first performance where, in a little old beautiful church in Italy 
(Santa Maria del Monastero in Manta, Cuneo) the “spatial” ensemble included: flute/piccolo, violin/viola, 
cello, guitar/lute, clarinet/bass clarinet.
It will be very easy use the same parts with – for example - recorder or oboe instead of flute, harp instead of 
guitar as well as use different instruments. 
On the other side is not permitted the use of amplification or any other electronic device.

About the poem and the composition

Hälfte des Lebens : Half of life

Friedrich Hölderlin lived thirty seven years in a stone tower on Neckar river, in Tübingen: cared for by a 
carpenter named Zimmer, in solitude, he played the piano and composed verses signed with imaginary 
names an dates.
Thirty seven years, so closed to another “Half of life” - “Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita” incipit of Dante 
Alighieri  “La Divina Commedia” – were really the half of poet's life (1770-1843).

In substantial and dazzling verse of Hälfte des Lebens there is everything: the nature and the cycles of the 
seasons of day and night; earth, water, fire, air; the myth, the sacred and sacrifice; the solitude with its open 
or closed time.
In this score - a musical intonation of Hölderlin's poem - different (melodic, harmonic and rhythmic) 
sequences overlap cyclically springing from the verses that are repeated incomplete, interrupted at the 
words "im Winde" : in the wind. 
Gradually the musical writing - initially open and dictated only by the rhythm of the verses - closes on 
measures articulated regularly; walls, silent and cold, resound with echoes, returning an inner song which is 
freed.

Paris, June 3rd 1996
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Giuseppe Gavazza: Hälfte des Lebens 
on a poem of Friedrich Hölderlin 

For soprano and piano (and optional real time acoustic spatialization )

About the score and the performance

The score of Hälfte des Lebens provides the possibility to add to soprano and piano a « real time acoustic spatialization » of the sounds achieved by 
various musical instruments freely chosen and located in space during the concert, not coordinated by a director. These parts must be acoustically 
and visually
unobtrusive: focal point of the concert must be soprano and piano.
Doesn't exist a full score of these added parts: any instruments should be exploited, in the regard and the spirit of the score.
The version here proposed is the one of the first performance where, in a little old beautiful church in Italy (Santa Maria del Monastero in Manta, 
Cuneo) the “spatial” ensemble included: flute/piccolo, violin/viola, cello, guitar/lute, clarinet/bass clarinet.
It will be very easy use the same parts with – for example - recorder or oboe instead of flute, harp instead of guitar as well as use different 
instruments. 
On the other side is not permitted the use of amplification or any other electronic device.

About the poem and the composition

Hälfte des Lebens : Half of life

Friedrich Hölderlin lived thirty seven years in a stone tower on Neckar river, in Tübingen: cared for by a carpenter named Zimmer, in solitude, he 
played the piano and composed verses signed with imaginary names an dates.
Thirty seven years, so closed to another “Half of life” - “Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita” incipit of Dante Alighieri  “La Divina Commedia” – were 
really the half of poet's life (1770-1843).

In substantial and dazzling verse of Hälfte des Lebens there is everything: the nature and the cycles of the seasons of day and night; earth, water, 
fire, air; the myth, the sacred and sacrifice; the solitude with its open or closed time.

In this score - a musical intonation of Hölderlin's poem - different (melodic, harmonic and rhythmic) sequences overlap cyclically springing from the 
verses that are repeated incomplete, interrupted at the words "im Winde" : in the wind. 
Gradually the musical writing - initially open and dictated only by the rhythm of the verses - closes on measures articulated regularly; walls, silent and 
cold, resound with echoes, returning an inner song which is freed.

Paris, June 3rd 1996
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Clarinet/bass clarinet score



Giuseppe Gavazza: Hälfte des Lebens 
on a poem of Friedrich Hölderlin 

For soprano and piano (and optional real time acoustic spatialization )

About the score and the performance

The score of Hälfte des Lebens provides the possibility to add to soprano and piano a « real time acoustic spatialization » of the sounds achieved by 
various musical instruments freely chosen and located in space during the concert, not coordinated by a director. These parts must be acoustically 
and visually
unobtrusive: focal point of the concert must be soprano and piano.
Doesn't exist a full score of these added parts: any instruments should be exploited, in the regard and the spirit of the score.
The version here proposed is the one of the first performance where, in a little old beautiful church in Italy (Santa Maria del Monastero in Manta, 
Cuneo) the “spatial” ensemble included: flute/piccolo, violin/viola, cello, guitar/lute, clarinet/bass clarinet.
It will be very easy use the same parts with – for example - recorder or oboe instead of flute, harp instead of guitar as well as use different 
instruments. 
On the other side is not permitted the use of amplification or any other electronic device.

About the poem and the composition

Hälfte des Lebens : Half of life

Friedrich Hölderlin lived thirty seven years in a stone tower on Neckar river, in Tübingen: cared for by a carpenter named Zimmer, in solitude, he 
played the piano and composed verses signed with imaginary names an dates.
Thirty seven years, so closed to another “Half of life” - “Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita” incipit of Dante Alighieri  “La Divina Commedia” – were 
really the half of poet's life (1770-1843).

In substantial and dazzling verse of Hälfte des Lebens there is everything: the nature and the cycles of the seasons of day and night; earth, water, 
fire, air; the myth, the sacred and sacrifice; the solitude with its open or closed time.

In this score - a musical intonation of Hölderlin's poem - different (melodic, harmonic and rhythmic) sequences overlap cyclically springing from the 
verses that are repeated incomplete, interrupted at the words "im Winde" : in the wind. 
Gradually the musical writing - initially open and dictated only by the rhythm of the verses - closes on measures articulated regularly; walls, silent and 
cold, resound with echoes, returning an inner song which is freed.

Paris, June 3rd 1996
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also viola (with some simple modifications)



Giuseppe Gavazza: Hälfte des Lebens 
on a poem of Friedrich Hölderlin 

For soprano and piano (and optional real time acoustic spatialization )

About the score and the performance

The score of Hälfte des Lebens provides the possibility to add to soprano and piano a « real time acoustic spatialization » of the sounds achieved by 
various musical instruments freely chosen and located in space during the concert, not coordinated by a director. These parts must be acoustically 
and visually
unobtrusive: focal point of the concert must be soprano and piano.
Doesn't exist a full score of these added parts: any instruments should be exploited, in the regard and the spirit of the score.
The version here proposed is the one of the first performance where, in a little old beautiful church in Italy (Santa Maria del Monastero in Manta, 
Cuneo) the “spatial” ensemble included: flute/piccolo, violin/viola, cello, guitar/lute, clarinet/bass clarinet.
It will be very easy use the same parts with – for example - recorder or oboe instead of flute, harp instead of guitar as well as use different 
instruments. 
On the other side is not permitted the use of amplification or any other electronic device.

About the poem and the composition

Hälfte des Lebens : Half of life

Friedrich Hölderlin lived thirty seven years in a stone tower on Neckar river, in Tübingen: cared for by a carpenter named Zimmer, in solitude, he 
played the piano and composed verses signed with imaginary names an dates.
Thirty seven years, so closed to another “Half of life” - “Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita” incipit of Dante Alighieri  “La Divina Commedia” – were 
really the half of poet's life (1770-1843).

In substantial and dazzling verse of Hälfte des Lebens there is everything: the nature and the cycles of the seasons of day and night; earth, water, 
fire, air; the myth, the sacred and sacrifice; the solitude with its open or closed time.

In this score - a musical intonation of Hölderlin's poem - different (melodic, harmonic and rhythmic) sequences overlap cyclically springing from the 
verses that are repeated incomplete, interrupted at the words "im Winde" : in the wind. 
Gradually the musical writing - initially open and dictated only by the rhythm of the verses - closes on measures articulated regularly; walls, silent and 
cold, resound with echoes, returning an inner song which is freed.

Paris, June 3rd 1996
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Giuseppe Gavazza: Hälfte des Lebens 
on a poem of Friedrich Hölderlin 

For soprano and piano (and optional real time acoustic spatialization )

About the score and the performance

The score of Hälfte des Lebens provides the possibility to add to soprano and piano a « real time acoustic spatialization » of the sounds achieved by 
various musical instruments freely chosen and located in space during the concert, not coordinated by a director. These parts must be acoustically 
and visually
unobtrusive: focal point of the concert must be soprano and piano.
Doesn't exist a full score of these added parts: any instruments should be exploited, in the regard and the spirit of the score.
The version here proposed is the one of the first performance where, in a little old beautiful church in Italy (Santa Maria del Monastero in Manta, 
Cuneo) the “spatial” ensemble included: flute/piccolo, violin/viola, cello, guitar/lute, clarinet/bass clarinet.
It will be very easy use the same parts with – for example - recorder or oboe instead of flute, harp instead of guitar as well as use different 
instruments. 
On the other side is not permitted the use of amplification or any other electronic device.

About the poem and the composition

Hälfte des Lebens : Half of life

Friedrich Hölderlin lived thirty seven years in a stone tower on Neckar river, in Tübingen: cared for by a carpenter named Zimmer, in solitude, he 
played the piano and composed verses signed with imaginary names an dates.
Thirty seven years, so closed to another “Half of life” - “Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita” incipit of Dante Alighieri  “La Divina Commedia” – were 
really the half of poet's life (1770-1843).

In substantial and dazzling verse of Hälfte des Lebens there is everything: the nature and the cycles of the seasons of day and night; earth, water, 
fire, air; the myth, the sacred and sacrifice; the solitude with its open or closed time.

In this score - a musical intonation of Hölderlin's poem - different (melodic, harmonic and rhythmic) sequences overlap cyclically springing from the 
verses that are repeated incomplete, interrupted at the words "im Winde" : in the wind. 
Gradually the musical writing - initially open and dictated only by the rhythm of the verses - closes on measures articulated regularly; walls, silent and 
cold, resound with echoes, returning an inner song which is freed.

Paris, June 3rd 1996
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guitar/lute/harp score
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or other plucked string instruments



Giuseppe Gavazza: Hälfte des Lebens 
on a poem of Friedrich Hölderlin 

For soprano and piano (and optional real time acoustic spatialization )

About the score and the performance

The score of Hälfte des Lebens provides the possibility to add to soprano and piano a « real time acoustic spatialization » of the sounds achieved by 
various musical instruments freely chosen and located in space during the concert, not coordinated by a director. These parts must be acoustically 
and visually
unobtrusive: focal point of the concert must be soprano and piano.
Doesn't exist a full score of these added parts: any instruments should be exploited, in the regard and the spirit of the score.
The version here proposed is the one of the first performance where, in a little old beautiful church in Italy (Santa Maria del Monastero in Manta, 
Cuneo) the “spatial” ensemble included: flute/piccolo, violin/viola, cello, guitar/lute, clarinet/bass clarinet.
It will be very easy use the same parts with – for example - recorder or oboe instead of flute, harp instead of guitar as well as use different 
instruments. 
On the other side is not permitted the use of amplification or any other electronic device.

About the poem and the composition

Hälfte des Lebens : Half of life

Friedrich Hölderlin lived thirty seven years in a stone tower on Neckar river, in Tübingen: cared for by a carpenter named Zimmer, in solitude, he 
played the piano and composed verses signed with imaginary names an dates.
Thirty seven years, so closed to another “Half of life” - “Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita” incipit of Dante Alighieri  “La Divina Commedia” – were 
really the half of poet's life (1770-1843).

In substantial and dazzling verse of Hälfte des Lebens there is everything: the nature and the cycles of the seasons of day and night; earth, water, 
fire, air; the myth, the sacred and sacrifice; the solitude with its open or closed time.

In this score - a musical intonation of Hölderlin's poem - different (melodic, harmonic and rhythmic) sequences overlap cyclically springing from the 
verses that are repeated incomplete, interrupted at the words "im Winde" : in the wind. 
Gradually the musical writing - initially open and dictated only by the rhythm of the verses - closes on measures articulated regularly; walls, silent and 
cold, resound with echoes, returning an inner song which is freed.

Paris, June 3rd 1996


























